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“
Understanding Religion v. 6.1

Anyone who is only Japanese or American, only Oriental or Occidental, is but half
human. The other half that beats with the pulse of all humanity has yet to be
awakened." Huston Smith

Unit Learning Objectives - After reading chapter one in the textbook and this supplement, you should be able to:

• Discuss the importance of story in religion.
• Discuss the general fundamentals and origins of

religion.
• Discuss what God-talk is and how long we’ve been

doing God-talk.
• Identify the universal questions.
• Discuss characteristics of the sacred reality.
• Name and identify various perspectives about the

sacred reality.
• Compare and contrast the differences and

similarities between myths and legends.
• Discuss the relation of truth and literality.
• Explain the metaphoric nature of mythic stories.
• Discuss the human needs met by religion.

• Discuss the role and function of religion in human
life.

• Describe theories of the origin of religion.
• Discuss some of the definitions of religion.
• Discuss eight influential religious thinkers.
• Describe key characteristics of religions.
• Discuss key similarities of religions.
• Discuss conceptions of the sacred.
• Discuss the importance of symbolism in religion
• Explain the three patterns found in religions.
• Discuss multi-disciplinary approaches to religion
• Know the ten rewards of studying religion.
• Recognize the diversity of world religious scene
• Briefly summarize the major religions.

i Reminder: As with all presentation material for this class, please consider this proprietary material. It's for your use during this class and is
intended to help you learn, but please do not distribute it in any form, digital or hard copy, on the Internet or in personal contact. Thanks.
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1. They do things differently...

The past is a foreign country. They do things differently there.
Leslie Hartley's epilogue to The Go-Between

This course is about folks doing things differently, in the past and in the present. And in our study of how other
people do things, especially people who do things differently, there is much we can learn about ourselves. As
Huston Smith suggests above, to be fully human is to understand other humans. Friedrich Max Müller puts it this
way, “To know just one religion is to know none.”

Before we begin with our academic analysis and discussion of religion, it is worth mentioning that we will be
discussing the various focus religions this semester as outsiders. Sure, some of us practice these religions, and
that’s great. But our approach will be that of outsiders, not as folks who do or practice these religions, but as folks
who study them. We will attempt to fairly and accurately analyze and describe these religions, but please keep in
mind two things — first, diversity, and second, personal biases. Diversity matters because we will only have time
to offer a broad picture of each religion, and the fact is that our “broad picture” will inevitably leave out elements
and aspects that some practitioners would argue are essential. And personal biases matter because each of us
has a personal investment in our own belief systems, and, as we mentioned a couple of lines ago, the broad
picture we paint of each of these religions will likely leave out something we think is important. 
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The sharing of life and of the stories that
make up our lives is a basic element of
all religious traditions.

Finally, be forewarned that talking about religion and God is especially difficult in a pluralistic classroom because
we do not all perform God-talk the same way. Some folks may feel threatened at first by frank and open
discussions about the nature of religion and God. Try not to be defensive during our discussions. The objective of
this course is not to change your basic beliefs but to introduce you to the basic beliefs of other people.

2. Part One — Shared Stories  

S
hared stories are a basic component of community because humans are fundamentally storytelling
creatures. We, as humans, exist within a matrix of stories, those we tell, those told about us, and those told
to us. John Dominic Crossan, in his The Dark Interval: Towards a Theology of Story, notes that “we live in

story like fish in the sea” and that even talking about the stories we tell is, in fact, telling a story (31).
If someone asks us who we are, we more often than not respond with some brief story about where we grew

up or what we do for a living or what our family likes to do. We don't just answer, "I'm Bob," if we want someone to
know who we are. If we really want to be known, we tell about ourselves, about our priorities, about our
adventures, about our experiences, about our friends, about our loves, about our families, about our lives. To be
known, we tell our stories.

Think about it. If you tell someone that you're a student, that’s a distillation of one part of your story. And your
story is about relationships — to other students, to instructors, to
tutors, to coaches. And if you tell someone you’re a son or a
daughter, that’s a distillation of one part of your story. And that
part of your story is about relationships, too — to parents, to
siblings, to aunts and uncles, to grandparents. So we know
ourselves and are known through stories. And stories are, at
least in part, about relationships.

Retelling a story makes that story new for us. So we retell the Christmas story, the story of Allah’s revelation to
Muhammad, the Easter story, the story of the Buddha’s enlightenment, and the Passover story. In so doing we
make these stories new for us today. And since our lives are made up of and surrounded by story, retelling a story
makes our lives new. This is a very important key to mythic story — it makes new our stories, our faith, and our
lives.

The shared stories of any group of people have at least one major point in common: They are about
belonging. Stories that are told and retold, viewed and reviewed with families and friends confirm and solidify our
identity within that community. Every time a shared story is told and retold it makes us more a part of the sharing
community.

And in a very real sense that is what it means to be human, isn't it? To be a part of community. This is what it
means to be human because we cannot be fully human in isolation. Humans are fundamentally communal in
nature, and we only wholly discover what it means to be human by interacting with others. We are most fully
human, most fully realized as people, only in community.

This idea of being human in community is a core idea within many religions. To Jews, for example, to be
human is to be in community, and even sin and salvation are communal events, for to a Jew all sin will manifest
itself in our relationships with other humans and with God.

The sharing of life and of the stories that make up our lives is a basic element of all religious traditions. The
shared stories of a religious community add to this reinforcement of belonging a focus on the divine-human
relationship. Religious stories tell about how we relate to God and how God relates to us. They tell of our prayers,
our hopes, our dreams, our confessions, our commitment to God, and our continuing relationship to God. So a
religion’s creation story isn’t just about the creation in some distant past, although beginnings are vitally important
to creation stories, a religion’s creation story is also about that religion’s dependence upon God today and
tomorrow and forever. It is about a continued relationship with God and a continued confidence that God still cares
about God’s people.

Anne Pellowski in her The World of Storytelling suggests that storytelling had its origin in one of
several possible origins. She proposes:
1. That it grew out of the playful, self-entertainment needs of humans;
2. That it satisfied the need to explain the surrounding physical world.
3. That it came about because of an intrinsic religious need in humans to honor or
propitiate the supernatural force(s) believed to be present in the world.
4. That it evolved from the human need to communicate experience to other humans.
5. That it fulfilled an aesthetic need for beauty, regularity, and form through expressive
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"We cannot talk about God... except with the
words, symbols, stories, concepts, and
categories known to us, for they are the only
language we have.... experiences [of God] go
beyond our language, shatter it, and relativize
it." Marcus Borg

language and music.
6. That it stemmed from the desire to record the actions or qualities of one's ancestors, in
the hope that this would give them a kind of immortality.

3. Introductory Comments — God-talk 

3.1. Religion as identity
We’ve been talking about gods as long as we’ve been recognizably human, and not too long ago

anywhere in the world one’s religion was the core of who someone was. And while this is still true for many people,
it’s not so true for many westerners who have come to think of themselves as individuals first and members of
groups, such as religions, second. In the west many do religion on Sunday mornings, and the rest of the week is
relatively religion free. But remember that until a couple of centuries ago, religion was one of the primary things
that defined who we as human beings were. There was no separation of church and state — the state was
informed and guided by religion. There was no separation between the spiritual and the physical — the physical
world was guided by the spiritual realm. There was much less focus on individuality — you were a member of a
community, of a larger group, most often a religious group. Your religion was your identity.

3.2. Religion as belonging
God-talk is talking about God — not to God (that’s prayer). God-talk, talking about God, may be thought of as

the study of religion, as delving into how a given people talk about their God. Huston Smith tells us in his Why
Religion Matters that “religion in Latin means 'to rebind,' and bonding and rebinding are what religion is all about”
(51), binding us to each other and to the Source of all things. 

More on what religion is in a minute, but first what about God-talk.
First, be forewarned that God-talk is always difficult

and limiting, some would say impossible, because of the
nature of language and the difficulties of personal and
subjective understanding. God-talk attempts to express
the mystery and wonder of life in words, as well as getting
into the multitudinous metaphysical (immaterial, other than
physical) possibilities humans have dreamed up; all of
which is difficult enough without adding the necessary, but
wildly varying, ideas we've come up with about divinity. As Marcus Borg notes in Reading the Bible Again for the
First Time, “We cannot talk about God (or anything else) except with the words, symbols, stories, concepts, and
categories known to us, for they are the only language we have.... These experiences [of God] go beyond our
language, shatter it, and relativize it” (22).

Second, remember that God-talk is especially difficult in a pluralistic classroom because we do not all perform
God-talk the same way. Some folks may feel threatened at first by frank and open discussions about the nature of
religion God. Try not to be defensive during our discussions. Remember, the objective of this course is not to
change your basic beliefs but to introduce you to the basic beliefs of other people.

Third, remember that the purpose of God-talk is to focus on the why of things in the universe. While science
handles questions of how things happen, religious studies and addresses ultimate questions, and these
sometimes defy easy expression. Some examples of ultimate questions are:

• Is the universe friendly to us?
• How did the universe come into existence, does it have a purpose, and will it end?
• What is time, and how should we make use of it?
• What should be our relationship to the world of nature?
• Why do human beings exist?
• How we reach fulfillment, transformation, and salvation?
• Why is there suffering in the world, and how should we deal with it?
• What happens when we die?
• What should we hold to be sacred?

And once these questions have been answered, that’s not the end of things. God-talk must be reinterpreted
and redefined by each civilization & culture, by each generation, and by each individual.

3.3. Religion as longing for more
These kinds of ultimate questions seem to indicate that human beings have, as Huston Smith suggests in

Why Religion Matters, “a longing for a 'more,'" for something beyond ourselves and beyond our finite and limited
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We’ve been talking about gods as long as we’ve
been recognizably human.

existence and knowledge (3). Smith goes on to propose that we understand on some fundamental level that “this
world is not ‘freestanding,’” that it has a source. (30). Further, Smith argues that while our current society contends
that our individual value and fulfillment comes from the stuff we own (48), “authentic religion’s role... is to de-center
the ego,” to focus us on the world around us and the needs or others in our community (45). In other words, to be
fully human because we cannot be fully human in isolation.

3.4. Religion as the story of faith
Reza Aslan, in his No god but God: The Origins, Evolution, and Future of Islam, states that “Religion is the

story of faith... the institutionalized system of symbols and metaphors (read rituals and myths) that provides a
common language with which a faith community can share their numinous encounter with the Divine Presence”
(xvii-xviii). He goes on to suggest that religion is concerned with sacred history, structuring myths [see our
discussions about myth below], and telling stories. He writes that myths feed faith which becomes a religion which
becomes an the institutionalized religion (xviii-xix). Myths, he points out, are true stories but might not be actual
events. (More on that later). Faith is belief in those stories. Religion is shared faith in those stories. Institutions are
the established systems of belief that grow up around the stories, faith, and religion.

3.5. Religion as a fundamental part of being human
So regardless of how difficult it is to talk about god, that’s what this class is about. And we’ll find that humans

have talked about God all through recorded history. Karen Armstrong argues in A History of God that human
beings are inherently and fundamentally religious beings. She proposes that:

Homo Sapiens are Homo Religiosus.
Historically, we began doing God-talk, and creating religions, as soon as we were recognizably human, at

about the same time that we began to marvel at the universe, to ponder our place in the universe, to wonder about
our purpose for existence, to puzzle over whether or not some part of us continued on after our bodies died, and to
create works of art. And this correlation between wonder and religion and art makes a certain kind of sense. Both
the astonishment that leads to religion and the awakening of our senses that leads to art represent human
attempts to express the wonder and mystery that have always been integral components of human existence in a
beautiful and frightening world.

3.6. How long have we been doing religion and god-talk? How long have we been religious? We’ve been
talking about gods as long as we’ve been recognizably human. We’ve been religious for at least 25,000 years
because that’s the date of one of the oldest representations of a divine form, a 4 3/8 inch tall piece of carved
limestone known as the Venus of Willendorf. She was a fertility goddess small enough for one to carry around, sort
of the equivalent of a divine American Express card — don’t leave home without it. Then there’s the Venus of
Lespugue, a similar carving from 20-18,000 years ago. Why a fertility goddess? Well, think about it. At that time
you couldn’t just swing by the local Harris Teeter to pick up something for supper. You had to kill it or catch it or
pick it for yourself, and the more fertile the land was, the
more plentiful the game and grains and fruit were. Then
there was the very real childbirth, and a god who could
protect the mother and child would be a real asset
because there was a fair chance of death to either the
mother or the child. Childbirth, which certainly fell within
the purview of a fertility goddess, was dangerous. (Only
two thousand years ago, the chance of dying during childbirth was one in four. Consider that even today almost
600,000 women die each year in childbirth, almost 25% from bleeding complications. That works out to one
woman who dies every minute of every day giving birth. The chance of dying in the developing world in the 21st

century is 1 in 48, and that jumps to a 1 in 16 chance of dying in childbirth in Africa today.)
But when did we start thinking about religion? When did we begin thinking of gods and divine beings and an

afterlife? When did we begin asking ultimate question such as who am I, why are we here, or what is my purpose?
Well, that’s a bit hazy, but we surely can link ritual actions and religious inquiry with symbolic thought. For symbolic
thought is the key to self-awareness, to dreaming of being more than we are and of continuing to exist beyond this
physical realm. But symbolic thought is not just the source of religious inquiry and ritual. It is also the root of those
hallmarks of humanity - language, art, and religion. Language, for instance, is clearly symbolic. The word stapler
cannot be used to staple papers; it merely symbolizes something that can staple papers. The word ring is not the
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Biblical connection: Astarte
or Ashtoreth, the ancient
Semitic goddess of fertility
and war, dates to at least
5500 years ago and makes
numerous appearances in the
Hebrew Bible. In Canaan she
was Baal’s consort and the
goddess of fertility and sexual
love. Canaanites were
polytheistic, and Baal and
Astarte were paired deities
responsible for the basics that
made human life possible —
rainfall, wind, earth, grain,
fertility. In Crisis and Story,
W. Lee Humphreys states,
“The mating of male and
female deities represented
the renewal of life in crops,
herds, and the human
community” (28). Judges, I &
II Kings, I Samuel, Jeremiah,
Ezekiel, and Isaiah all refer to
her worship in Israel.
Solomon is even said to have
built an altar to her near
Jerusalem (II Kings 11:5).
She was also known in
Egypt, and in Babylon and
Assyria where she was
known as Ishtar and was
variously linked with the male
gods Marduk and Shamash.

Astarte of Canaan, 1300 BCE

actual ring, but it symbolizes the ring. danger of The word flag is not an actual
flag, but it symbolizes a flag. The word love is not the actual emotion, but it
symbolizes that emotion.

So when did we begin thinking of religion? Probably shortly after we 
began thinking symbolically.

Accepted convention has long been that symbolic thought dates to the late
Stone Age, perhaps 35,000 years ago. But that time frame is currently being
questioned on numerous fronts.

3.7. Symbolic thought
The symbolism of art, as we noted above, dates back to at least 25,000

years ago and maybe further. In 1986 Naama Goren Inbar found what he
thought was a worked piece of stone in a strata that dates from at least
230,000 years ago. Sometimes called the Venus of Berekhat Ram (the name
of the location in the Golan Heights on the Israeli-Syrian border where it was
found), this pebble (it’s only a little over an inch long) seems to have been
worked by human hands who purposefully scratched lines onto it with another
piece of stone. Ostrich-eggshell beads recovered from a site in the Serengeti
National Park in Tanzania are believed to be about 70,000 years old and are
thought by some to be unambiguously symbolic since they are clearly made for
decoration (art) rather than as tools. Still others propose that relatively recent
findings in the Blombos Cave in South Africa indicate humans were quite
capable of symbolic thought as long ago as 70,000 to 100,000 years ago —
the date when humans were using red ocher (a natural red iron oxide) for body
decorations and even etching lines on the ocher sticks they used. 

The symbolism of religion may date back 100,000 years ago to what
appear to be Neandertal burial rituals. These Neandertals were buried in a fetal
position and may have had flowers and bone tools buried with them - perhaps
indications of a belief in an afterlife.

On the other hand, geneticist Spencer Wells thinks that a tremendous
volcanic eruption about 75,000 years ago caused a dramatic climactic shift, a
worldwide ice age, that left only a few thousand of our ancestors alive in Africa.
Wells, like many anthropologists, dates the beginning of symbolic thinking,
language, and creativity to somewhere between 40,000 and 50,000 years ago,
at which point communication in the form of artifacts (carvings and cave
paintings) began. With the appearance of symbolic thinking, language,
creativity, and communication, it appears that humans developed the first
rituals, maybe as burial forms, and those first rituals were spiritual in nature.
Regardless of how you parse the evidence, it seems that we’ve been religious
as long as we’ve been thinking symbolically, and we’ve been thinking
symbolically for at least 25,.000 years and maybe much, much longer.

And make no mistake; religion has been the motivating factor behind much
of the art that humans have ever created. There is the clear example of
religious art in the Venus of Willendorf some 25,000 years ago, as well as the
debatable examples of Venus of Berekhat Ram in Israel that is dated to over
230,000 years ago, the worked decorative ostrich egg shell beads found in the
Serengeti (much like those made today by the Khoi-San Bushmen), and the
ocher decoration sticks and worked stone tools found in the Blombos cave in
South Africa that date to maybe 70,000 to100,000 years ago.

More examples of religious symbolic thought influencing art can be found
through the ages. There are the Lascaux Caves in France with paintings dating
to 17,000 years ago, or the Altamira Cave paintings that are 15,000 years old
— paintings that were likely part of the ritual preparation of the hunters,
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Venus of Willendorf (25,000 y.a), Venus of Berekhat Ram (perhaps
250,000 y.a.), Chinese Venus (4-6,000 y.a.), 

Symbolic thought is the key to self-awareness,
to dreaming of being more than we are.
Symbolic thought is the source of religious
inquiry and ritual. It is also the root of those
hallmarks of humanity — language, art, and
religion.

perhaps asking the spirits of their prey to
cooperate in sustaining their family or tribe. And
the Great Pyramid of Giza (Khufu) was built in
2560 BCE to keep safe the remains of Pharaoh
Khufu. The Mayan Pyramid of Kukulcan,

More dating from the fifth to seventh
centuries CE, was considered a bridge between
heaven and earth. Then there are the Book of the
Kells and the Lindisfarne Gospels of the seventh
and eighth centuries, works that took monks
much of their lifetime to paint and ink and that
used gold for the yellows and ground up lapis
lazuli for the blues in the manuscripts.
Michelangelo’s Sistine Chapel took him four years
to paint in the early 16th century and remains an
amazing tribute to human faith and religion. The
Taj Mahal was built in 1630 CE by the Emperor
Shahjehan for the remains of his Queen Mumtaz
Mahal. And consider Marc Chagall’s stunning stained glass windows for the Hadassah Medical Center at Ein
Kerem, Jerusalem. All are examples of the connection between religion and art, a connection that dates back tens
of thousands of years, at least, and maybe hundreds of thousands.

And why have we tried to do this for so long? God-talk
is our attempt to explain our wonder at the universe, our
fear of chaos, our excitement and our dismay about
reality, our intrigue and fascination with the mysteries of
the world around us, and our suspicions and hopes of
causality in the cosmos. And, as we noted earlier, god-talk
requires more than mere literality — it requires symbolism.
And since art is fundamentally symbolic in nature, it’s a
good fit for religious expression.

3.8. Talking about the Sacred
All religions are concerned with the deepest levels of reality, whether they call that reality the Sacred or the

Mysterious or the other various names used for the Ultimate Reality.
• Variously named: Brahman, Tao, Great Mother, Holy Father, Divine Parent, Great Spirit,
the Ultimate, the Absolute, the Divine, the Holy In the Western world the word for the Sacred Reality is
God.
• Often said to be beyond description
• Omnipotent - all powerful with total power over the universe
• Omniscient - all knowing with total awareness of the universe
• Transcendent - unlimited by the world & ordinary reality
• Immanent - within the universe

There are various perspectives for talking about the sacred that you need to be familiar with. The key concept from
this section for you to understand is what we mean by narrative theology — the primary approach we will use.
Narrative theology focuses on the stories of interaction between the faith community and their god. Put another
way, narrative theology tells the stories of God’s actions in human lives rather than focusing on developing
systematic metaphysical propositions about truth and the universe. Other perspectives that are worth your time
follow. (More exhaustive definitions are located in the Key Terms section at the end of this chapter.)

• Agnosticism - belief that we can’t know about god
• Animism - belief that all elements of nature are filled with spirits (Native aboriginal religions)
• Atheism - does not believe in god (Many groups within Buddhism)
• Monism - belief that all reality is ultimately one
• Duotheism - belief in a dual divinity (Wicca, Zoroastrianism)
• Henotheism - belief in many gods, only one of which is supreme (Ancient Judaism, Early Islam, and
many Hindus)
• Monotheism - belief in one god (Modern Judaism, Christianity, Islam) - note that some Jews and Muslims
perceive a belief in the Christian Trinity as patently not a monotheistic belief
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• Nontheism - takes no position on god (Many groups within Buddhism)
• Pantheism - belief that every existing entity is a part of god
• Polytheism - belief in many gods (many Hindus)

So that’s our very brief introduction to God-talk, talking about God. The following outline is a bare bones
outline of what God-talk is about — the kind that you will develop to help you with your essay exams.

4. Outlining essay questions — If I were to ask you a question on the first exam about the difficulties of
God-talk (and I will), how would you outline that question? Remember that all of your exams in this class will be
essay exams, and that I will allow you to use a one-page study outline during the first exam. There is more detail in
Blackboard about essay exams, but allow me to suggest the following approach here.

• First, be complete, but not wordy.
• Second, put your answer in your own words.
• Third, your answer must be uniquely yours; shared answers will receive zeroes for all students who turn
them in.
• Fourth, it is important that you understand the idea of outlining questions because you will take four
sectional essay exams and one comprehensive final essay exam. On the plus side, you will always know
the exam questions at least a week before each exam and you will be allowed to use your outlines for
three of the four sectional exams, as well as having the opportunity to earn extra credit points for your
outlines for all five of those exams.

I. Religion as identity
A. In the past religion defined who we were 
B. All aspects of our lives

II. Religion as belonging - Huston Smith
A. Religion binds up to each other
B. And to God

III. God-talk is difficult. Why?
A. God-talk

1. Necessarily subjective and extremely personal.
2. God-talk attempts to express the mystery and wonder of life in words - experiences that go
beyond and shatter our normal understanding of words (Borg)
3. Many metaphysical possibilities humans have dreamed up

B. Pluralistic classroom and a wide variety of backgrounds present
C. God-talk must be reinterpreted and redefined by each:

1. Civilization & culture
2. Generation
3. Individual

IV. Religion as “a longing for a ‘more’” - Huston Smith
A. Want to believe there is more than us and the universe has a source
B. True religion “de-centers” us

V. Religion as the story of faith - Reza Aslan
A. Concerned with sacred history, structuring myths, and telling stories
B. Myths are true stories that are not actual

VI. Religion as a fundamental part of being human - Karen Armstrong
A. Homo Sapiens are Homo Religiosus
B. We’ve been religious as long as we have been human

VII. How long have we attempted God-talk? And why?
A. We’ve been doing God-talk

1.As early as symbolic thought
a. Perhaps 200,000 years - Venus of Berekhat Ram
b. Perhaps 100,000 years - Neandertal burials
c. Perhaps 50,000 years

I. Climate change 75,000 years ago caused reduction of ancestors 
ii. Emergence of creativity and symbolic thought some 50,000 years ago —
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All religion is, by its very nature, symbolic.

development of symbolic thought - language, art, religion
2. As early as recognizably symbolic art

a. Venus of Willendorf - fertility deity from 25,000, note the importance of fertility to
people’s lives
b. Lascaux cave paintings - 17,000, shamanistic hunt magic
c. Pyramids, Gospels, Taj Mahal, Stained glass windows

3. As early as wonder at the universe and ourselves
B. We attempt to explain our wonder at the universe

1. Our fear of chaos
2. Our excitement and our dismay about reality
3. Our intrigue and fascination with the mysteries of the world around us
4. Our suspicions and hopes of causality in the cosmos

VIII. Varieties of religious expression
A. Narrative theology: stories of interaction with God
B. Other important ideas/terms for the discussion of God-talk are:

1. Agnosticism
2. Animism
3. Atheism
3. Monism
4. Duotheism
5. Henotheism
6. Monotheism
7. Pantheism
8. Polytheism
9. Nontheistic religions

5. Symbolism in religion

5.1. Modernity - scientific ways of knowing
Our modern world tends to be fundamentally materialistic (belief that nothing is real except the material world)

and is highly skeptical of spiritual reality. Again in Reading the Bible Again for the First Time, Marcus Borg cites
Huston Smith as using the term “fact fundamentalists” to refer to the attitude that only the “scientifically or
historically factual” is true and actual (16). Borg goes on to propose that we, as a culture, have come to identify
truth with factuality and adopted a “facts are all that matters” mentality (16). Borg goes on to identify (20) two
ancillary perspectives that buttress the fundamentally materialistic worldview of modernity: scientism (affirming
“only that which can be known by science... [as] real’) and historicism (affirming “only that which is historically
factual”as significant). Clashing against this materialistic literalism, we find the primarily symbolic, mythic, and
metaphorical ways of talking that are normative in religion.

5.2. Symbolism
All religion is, by its very nature, symbolic. A symbol is a concrete thing that can represent something else.

Think of wedding rings or national flags, for example. A wedding ring is, in fact, a piece of metal, but it symbolizes
a relationship of caring, concern, and love. All abstracts that are difficult to discuss concretely. A national flag is, in
fact, a piece of fabric, but it symbolizes pride, honor, and patriotism. Again, abstract ideas that are difficult to
discuss concretely. Religious symbols are necessary because in religion we are speaking of abstract concepts that
are difficult (or impossible) to fit into words. How, after all, do we talk about the infinite?

How do we discuss the boundless love of God? How do we make sense of such things in words? Well, we
don’t. Not exactly, at least. What religions do is resort to
the same path that poets have used for millennia -
religions speak symbolically. They tell stories and interpret
the Divine and the world around us. As we noted earlier,
religions try to capture the infinite within the finite construct
of words and symbols, and as Borg said, “We cannot talk about God (or anything else) except with the words,
symbols, stories, concepts, and categories known to us, for they are the only language we have.... These
experiences [of God] go beyond our language, shatter it, and relativize it” (22).
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5.3. Myth & Legend
Myths and legends form much of the basic fabric of our social lives and can be found not only in our religious

and national experiences (think about the various creation stories or the Cold
War as examples or stories of the evil Soviet empire), but also in our families (think of the stories we learn

from our grandparents, or stories about family outings, or stories about our parents as children, or stories about
the origins of our families in this country). These are all mythic/legendary stories that enrich and give meaning to
our lives.

Most of us are familiar with the nontechnical use of the words "myth" or "legend." In a nontechnical sense they
are said to mean a story that is not true, a fanciful rendering of some event or events. In fact, most of us were
taught in grade school that a myth was something that we could dismiss without much attention. Or sometimes we
might read in the paper about a mythic event, as in an archetypal event in a Jungian sense. But there is a
technical use for these words that can help make religious studies considerably more interesting and
understandable.

In the study of folklore and of theology, the most essential constituent of a definition for a myth or a legend is:
"a retelling of a traditional narrative." From there the two words diverge in meaning.

• A myth is "a traditional narrative 'truthful' account of the past."
• A legend is "a traditional narrative account of the past."

Within a faith community myth and legend mean the following:

Myth
1. Always true within the community
2. Always religious in nature
3. Includes gods or sacred animals as primary
characters, although it may also include human actors
4. Occurs in an other-worldly time frame that does not
coincide with our sense of “real” linear time
5. Myths present a community’s understanding of the
universe (a worldview) and of humanity’s place in the
cosmos

Legend
1. May or may not be considered true
2. Might or might not be religious
3. Includes humans as the primary actors

4. Occurs in linear time (what we would consider “real”
or historical time)

Myths, then, are not false or wrong or silly or something to be dismissed. They are so much more than that.
Myths are metaphors that build a bridge “between this world and the sacred" (Borg 71).

5.4. Truth and literality
Some Native American stories begin, “Now I don’t know if it happened this way or not, but I know this story is

true” (cited in Borg 50). Can something that is not literal or actual be true? Yes. How? Well, that gets a bit more
sticky.

The problem here is that this question seems to bifurcate the actual and the true. In Mircea Eliade’s Myth and
Reality, he suggested that we not think in terms of myth or actuality because the mythic and the actual go
together. Myth’s metaphoric language was the language of speaking about the “ultimately real.” They are true in
the most fundamental sense, even if they are not necessary literally true. Borg quotes H.A. Frankfurt as saying,
“‘Myth is a form of poetry which transcends poetry in that it proclaims truth.'” Myths address those ultimate
questions that we discussed earlier. They simply do it in a metaphorical or poetic manner rather than a
literal/actual manner.

Walter Wink writes in his The Human Being: Jesus and the Enigma of the Son of the Man that “every view is
subjective.... We always encounter the biblical text with interests. We always have a stake in our reading of it” (7).
Wing goes on to state that when talking about Jesus stories in the New Testament, he is “concerned not so much
with whether or not Jesus actually said something, but with whether it is true, regardless of who said it” (15).

To say that a story is true is not the same as saying that it is actual or literal. Remember what Marcus Borg
said earlier about the language used in God-talk? He said, “We cannot talk about God (or anything else) except
with the words, symbols, stories, concepts, and categories known to us, for they are the only language we have....
These experiences [of God] go beyond our language, shatter it, and relativize it.” So, wonders Reza Aslan, should
we ask if Jesus walked on water? If Moses parted the Red Sea? If Muhammad was transported to Jerusalem and
from there into the presence of God? If Siddhartha Gautama actually sat under the bodhi tree for a week of weeks
(49 days)? These are, Aslan suggests, the wrong questions to ask. The appropriate question is, What do these
stories mean?
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Some focus on the finger pointing at the moon.
Some focus on the moon. Myth and metaphor
are fingers pointing at the truth.

5.5. Symbols and metaphors
So we speak of God in symbols, in metaphors, and in mythical terms. Speaking of something as mythical is to

recognize its metaphorical nature, rather than to focus on its actual or literal nature, because to speak of God
things is to speak of things that go beyond the limits of our language. But how then can a myth be true if it’s not
actual? Myths are metaphors and metaphorical language is symbolic in nature; it is not actual or literal. Rather
than picturing an actuality, metaphors cast a light that allows us to understand the actuality. Metaphors symbolize
truth rather than literalize it.

Think of the metaphors and symbols of everyday life. Wedding rings are not actual weddings or emotions, but
they symbolize those things. National flags are not actual nations or national values, but they symbolize those
things. Telling someone you love them doesn’t begin to delve into the width and depth of your true feelings for
someone, but those three words, I love you, do symbolize those things. Words fail us, they are insufficient to the
task, and we resort to symbolic language when we try to speak of love.

So, too, when we speak of religious truths. Religious
myths symbolize the truths of the religion. So, as we noted
earlier, a religion’s creation myth isn't just about the
creation in some distant past, it is about the faith
community’s continuing dependence upon God today and
tomorrow and forever. Creation wasn’t just a past event; it is an ongoing relationship. And stories about God’s love
aren’t just stories about God’s love in that instance, but are stories about God’s far-reaching and unending love in
our daily lives.

Religious myths also represent the dialogue within a faith community and between a faith community (a
collection of people with shared beliefs and values) and their God in attempting to portray the significance of what
their God has meant and continues to mean in their individual and collective lives. They are saying God is real in
our lives and this is our experience and this is our telling of that truth. This is not, however, a scientific undertaking,
but a spiritual one.

5.6. Myth and metaphor as a lens
Another way to talk about myths and metaphors is to think of them as lenses through which we may see truths

that transcend the literal. There is a Buddhist story about a master using his finger to point at the moon, and the
master’s student focused not on the moon, but on his teacher’s finger. The point of the story is to suggest that the
moon, not the finger, should be the focus of the student’s attention. Some folks focus on the finger and miss the
moon - they believe in the finger rather than the moon. Likewise, it’s the meaning, not the story that is the focus.
Some folks focus on the myth and miss the meaning - they believe in the story rather than the meaning. And,
finally, some folks focus on the myth and miss the God; they believe in the myth rather than believing in God.

5.7. Reading ancient scriptures... that are, well, really old
Some folks have a serious problem with the age of many religious documents and question whether or not

they have any relevance today. After all, the Qur’an is 1,400 years old, some of the Buddhist scriptures are over
2,000 years old, and the various written parts of the Bible date anywhere from just over 1,800 to 3,000 years ago.
And some of the Biblical stories may be almost 4,000 years old in oral form. That’s a long time ago for a culture
that considers the 1940s to be ancient history and five years ago to be “back in the day.”

So what do we do with these ancient documents? And why are we even talking about them? Well, taking the
second question first, one reason we read and talk about them is because they are the foundation religious
documents of their various religions — they contain the foundational myths of those religions. Regarding the Bible,
for instance, about half of all the people in the world and eight out of ten people in the United States believe it to be
sacred scripture, that is, a revelation of God. What do we mean by foundational religious document?

Well, we mean it forms the foundation of their belief system about themselves, about the universe, and about
their God. But back to that first question - what do we do with these ancient documents of mythic stories. Well, we
study them; that’s what. We could study them in any one of three ways - as history, as scripture, or as literature.

• 5.7.1. Reading Scripture as History: There is, in fact, valuable insight into the times of their
composition to be garnered from studying the scriptures. For instance, during much of Muhammad’s
lifetime, his followers were at war with those in Arabia who would have stamped out his ideas of extreme
morality, and we can learn this from reading his prescriptions for how to treat infidels. So there is much
historical insight to be gained from studying ancient scriptures, but they are most assuredly not written as
history as we use the term.
      Ancient scriptures are not intended to be objective records or biographies as we understand the term;
rather they are hagiographical, stories that are metaphorical and spiritual in nature. They are confessional
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In the third century, a Christian biblical scholar
named Origen, commonly seen along with St.
Augustine as one of the two most brilliant
theologians of the early church wrote [about the
Jewish creation story]:

What intelligent person can imagine that there
was a first day, then a second and a third day,
evening and morning, without the sun, the moon,
and the stars? [Sun, moon, and stars are created
on the fourth day.] And that first day — if it makes
sense to call it such — existed without a sky?
[The sky is created on the second day.] Who is
foolish enough to believe that, like a human
gardener, God planted a garden in Eden in the
East and placed in it a tree of life, visible and
physical, so that by biting into its fruit one would
obtain life? And that by eating from another tree,
one would come to know good and evil? And
when it is said that God walked in the garden in
the evening and that Adam hid himself behind a
tree, I cannot imagine that anyone will doubt that
these details point symbolically to spiritual
meanings by using a historical narrative which did
not literally happen.

(from Origen’s De Principia 4.1.16. Cited and
translated by Marcus Borg. Reading the Bible
Again for the First Time. 71)

Marcus Borg goes on to point out that Origen
writes "that the Bible contains ‘countless
instances of a similar kind that were recorded as
having occurred, but which did not literally take
place.’ Even ‘the gospels themselves are filled
with the same kind of narratives. That said,
Origen also strongly affirms that he sees much,
but not all, of the Bible as historical.

 documents, communal prayers, creed for their
various faith communities. They are responses to
God’s  living presence in the lives of the faith
community. They are subjective and joyous
recordings, confessions, of their communities’
encounters with God!
      Our modern definition of history as the
objective reporting of material events is only about
150 years old. This “scientific” and “objective”
approach to history dates from the Renaissance
and was articulated by Leopold von Ranke (1795-
1886) in the 19th century. Before that histories
were historical, yes, but they consisted more of
stories with only a nominal attempt at objectivity.
Julius Caesar’s history, The Gallic Wars, was
written almost 2,000 years ago and is not
particularly objective in the modern sense of the
term. If someone needed to say something,
Caesar had him say it, whether he had actually
said it or not. This wasn’t lying; it was telling a
story. It was history at that time. So the Biblical
stories, for example, are not history which means
they are not biography, either, since biography is
the historical (i.e., objective) recounting of
someone’s life. Rather, the Bible, as with most
scripture, is more appropriately called
hagiography, a holy or spiritual writing or story-
telling.
      We also should note here that history doesn’t
just happen, even in an objective sense. History is
always interpreted. Wayne Meeks writes, “... In
history facts always lie under interpretations and
we never get to the facts. There are only
interpretations. There is only an interpreted Jesus;
there are many interpreted Jesuses. So where do
we begin? We begin not with Jesus. We have no
access to him. We begin with the responses to
Jesus, by his followers, by the outsiders who
heard about him...”
      Wallace Stevens, the poet, says, “All history is
modern history,” meaning that all history is
interpretation, a translation if you will, of events and the telling of events, and that all history is
necessarily colored by the hopes, dreams, expectations, and agenda of the person interpreting history.

• 5.7.2. Reading Scripture as Scripture: To consider a document scripture is to consider it a revelation of
God, or as Marcus Borg suggests, as an “occasion for the experience of God,” a method, manner, or
place where the spirit of God becomes present with and addresses a person in the present. It is, however,
scripture only to those who are members of the faith community which views it as revelation. That does
not mean that we cannot profitably and critically study other people's or our own scriptures. And it doesn’t
mean we can’t study the scriptural characteristics of the world’s scriptures, but it does mean that because
of the plurality of our classrooms, we will not assume that everyone in class considers each faith
community’s scripture (including the Bible) as revelation.

• 5.7.3. Reading Scripture as Literature: The study of literature is really the study of the life-organizing
principles of a text's authors, as well as a study of the objectives/themes/ideals that careful analysis of a
text will make obvious. Holy scriptures like the Bible are full of stark reality, passion, and brutality that
makes the movies in any cinema today look downright mellow. (How about the story of Deborah wherein a
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woman named Jael nails Sisera's head, he's the general of the opposing army, to the floor of her tent with
a tent stake while he's trying to hide underneath a carpet? Now that’s entertainment, eh? Or what about
the Passion narrative for starkness? The violence inherent in crucifixions was one of the things Mel
Gibson tried to capture in his movie, The Passion of Christ.)

We will certainly note historical and scriptural elements of the scriptures we discuss. But because the diversity
of the classroom prohibits any other approach as fair and equitable and because this is the preferred academic
approach, we will approach the scriptures we encounter primarily as literature, carefully trying to determine:

• The purpose and intentions of the document.
• To/for whom it was compiled/written.
• By whom it was compiled/written.

5.8. The role of ritual
The foundation myths of a religion are often expressed within creedal statements (statements of belief) and

often shape orthodox beliefs (that is "right thought," generally decided by a faith community’ authorities), thereby
dictating what is acceptable and what is heresy (heresy originally meant "I choose," but now it means any variation
from orthodox thought) for that community.

Likewise, these foundation myths often inform a faith community’s rituals. Think of Passover or Christmas or
Easter or Eid al-Fitr. All of these ritual observances are based on foundation myths — Passover is founded on the
Exodus narrative of Judaism, Christmas is built around the birth narratives of Christianity, Easter is predicated on
the resurrection stories of Christianity, and Eid al-Fitr is based on Muhammad’s establishing a time of celebration
at the end of Ramadan.

The role of ritual in religion is vitally important to understanding a given religion.
• Ritual scripts our actions & responses to situations.
• Ritual eases unfamiliar situations - think of handshakes and holding doors for people.
• Ritual helps in time of turmoil - think of funerals, most of which are similar and all of
which serve a similar purpose, to ease the transition for the living.
• Ritual encourages celebration - think of weddings, birthdays, and maybe even your family’s evening
dinner, a time for your family to renew ties after a day apart.
• Ritual makes life sacred.
• Myths inform religious rituals - again, think of Passover, Christmas, Easter, and Eid al-Fitr.

5.9. Myth informs creed which informs ritual
Reza Aslan in his No god but God: The Origins, Evolution, and Future of Islam points out that myths feed faith

which develops into a religion which becomes an institution.
• Myths are true stories (even if they are not literal).
• Faith is finding meaning and purpose in those mythic stories.
• Religion is shared faith in the meaning and purpose of those mythic stories.
• Repetition of those mythic stories and the services that grow up around those repetitions form the core
rituals of the faithful.
• Religious institutions are then established to codify the systems of belief that developed from those
mythic stories.

So the stories of God’s role in the lives of the faith community eventually become the key to faith in those same
communities, and then, as the communities institutionalize their belief systems, become the core of the
institutionalized religion’s orthodoxy (right belief) and a litmus test for faith.
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6. Part Two — Understanding Religions  

6.1. Why Is There Religion? Human Needs Met by Religion
One way of asking why religions exist is to ask: What human needs are met by religion? As we have already
noted, we have had religions for as long as we have been recognizably human, but why? What do they do for us?
There is, of course, no empirically correct answer to this question, but there are several possibilities. Below are
several human needs that Michael Molloy suggests religion meets.

1. Human Religious Nature - Humans do seem to have a religious nature that seeks after a being that is
completely other, a deity, a god. If this is the case, then it only makes sense that humans would, with all of the
tenacity that is the hallmark of humankind, seek in a variety of ways for contact with this deity, leading to the
multiplicity of religions in the world today.

2. Human Mortal Nature - Humans are mortal - our lives come to an end and we die. This mortality and
finitude, both our own and those of our loved ones, inevitably leads to pain and questions. What happens when we
die? Is this life all there is? Are we reborn in this physical plain? Is there an afterlife? People often turn to religion
and religious rituals to attempt to provide comfort if not answers to these and other questions about the human
existential dilemma.

3. Human Social Nature - Humans are social beings. We are communal by nature and cannot be fully human
in isolation. Religion offers opportunities to belong to a community with all of the sense of completion that is a part
of being a part of a community, of belonging. Humans are fundamentally storytelling creatures. If someone asks
who we are, we more often than not respond with some brief story about where we grew up or what we do for a
living, or what our family likes to do. We don't just answer, "I'm Bob." If we really want to be known, we tell about
ourselves, our priorities, our adventures, our experiences, our loves, our families, our lives. To be known, we tell
our stories.

The shared stories of any group of people have at least one major point in common: They are about
belonging. Stories that are told and retold, viewed and reviewed with families and friends confirm and solidify our
identity within that community. Every time a shared story is told it makes us more a part of the sharing community.

And in a very real sense that is what it means to be human, isn't it? To be a part of community. This is what it
means to be human because we cannot be fully human in isolation. Humans are fundamentally communal in
nature, and we only wholly discover what it means to be human by interacting with others. We are only fully human
in community.

4. Human Artistic Nature - Humans are creative beings who are constantly making artifacts that interpret and
enrich the world around them. Many of the greatest works of art in all human cultures have been inspired and
triggered by religion. Think of the Sistine Chapel, the Book of the Kells, the Egyptian and Mayan pyramids, the Taj
Mahal, and the iconography of the Middle Ages — all the result of religious influence.

5. Human Inquisitive Nature - Humans are (as we noted earlier when discussing some of the difficulties of
God-Talk) fundamentally inquisitive. We look around us and wonder at the universe, the stars, the plants, the
animals, the mysteries of loving and being loved, and the shear marvel of existence. Religion provides a way of
connecting to these things, a way of explaining the why of existence.

6. Human Biological Nature - Some scholars suggest there may be a biological component to faith. Scans of
meditating monks & praying nuns showed decreased activity in the parietal lobe, the part of the brain that is
responsible for spatial orientation. In other words, this is the part of the brain that delimits US from the universe. (If
the parietal lobe is damaged, a person has trouble sitting or lying down because she has trouble locating herself in
relationship to the chair or bed or wall or floor.) When activity in the parietal lobe decreases, one may have a
feeling of “oneness with the universe/God.” Another subject of study is an apparent increase of activity in limbic
system during religious experiences. This is the part of the brain responsible for emotions & identity and might
explain the sense of “touching God” during seizures that Paul of Tarsus, Dostoevsky, and Joan of Arc described.

6.2. Defining Religion
Where do we start in discussing world religions? We’ve already discussed the difficulties of God-talk, so we know
this will not be a simple task. And we’ve discussed the human needs that religion seems to meet. The next logical
place to continue talking about religion is to try to arrive at a common agreement of what religion is. What do we
mean when we use the term religion? Do we all mean the same thing?

What do you feel when you look at the night sky full of stars? How do you feel when you notice the first couple
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The essence of religion is a belief in the
persistency of value in the world. 

Harold Høffding

of snowflakes? How do you respond to a beautiful sunset? What about the sense of wonder that overcomes you
when you hear a majestic piece of music, or look at a stunning painting, or hear someone tell you that s/he loves
you? These feelings are some of the roots of religion,
these encounters with wonder and majesty. But the
historical religions we will study have taken these feelings
a step further and have institutionalized them, perhaps in
an attempt to make them repeatable, perhaps out of
respect for their supposed source(s), or perhaps in the
hopes of sharing them with others.

We have already discussed God-talk and how we go about doing God-talk. And we have discussed how long
humans have experienced the sense of wonder that seems to lead to religious awakening. Now we will attempt a
more specific kind of God-talk where we will not just talk about god, but will attempt to define or, at the very least,
describe religion. Keep in mind that the very idea of “defining” religion is a relatively new concept, resulting from
18th century Enlightenment thinking. Before that, religion simply was a part of life, not something distinct from or
definable in opposition to everyday existence.

6.2.1. Definitions Based on “Necessary Conditions”
Defining religion is often seen as a limiting of possibilities, as establishing a kind of necessary conditions

definition - that is to say, if something doesn’t meet all of these criteria that we say are necessary, it is not a
religion. But it is probably more useful to define religion in terms of a listing of characteristics which a religion might
or might not have, and any system that manifests most of those characteristics is a religion.

That said, here are a few definitions that state the necessary conditions perspective of religion. First a couple
of dictionary-type definitions:

• Religion is belief in a supernatural power or powers that control human destiny.
• Religion is a system of belief that worships a god or gods, and involves prayer, ritual, and a moral code.

Now let’s move on to some definitions by noted religious thinkers through the years. You are not required to
memorize these quotes, but you are expected to think about them and their significance. Note the dates and
limited profile of each thinker - this is to help you place the definition within its socio-historical milieu.

• Religion is the belief in an ever living God, that is, in the Divine Mind and Will ruling the Universe and
holding moral relations with mankind. 
James Martineau (1876-1957), U.S. Catholic priest

• Religion is the recognition that all things are manifestations of a Power which transcends our knowledge.
Herbert Spencer (1820-1903), British Evolutionary philosopher

• Religion is ethics heightened, enkindled, lit up by feeling.
Matthew Arnold (1822-1888), British poet and critic

• It seems to me that it [religion] may best be described as an emotion resting on a conviction of a
harmony between ourselves and the universe at large.
J.M.E. McTaggart (1866-1925), Cambridge Anglo-Hegelian philosopher

6.2.2. Observational Definitions of Religion
And sometimes mere observations (rather than explicit attempts at definition) about religion are of interest.

• A man has no religion who has not slowly and painfully gathered one together, adding to it, shaping it;
and one's religion is never complete and final, it seems, but must always be undergoing
modification.
D. H. Lawrence (1885-1930), British novelist, poet, and essayist.

• There is nothing more innately human than the tendency to transmute what has become customary into
what has been divinely ordained.
Suzanne Lafollette (1893-1983), U.S. author and editor

• Man makes religion, religion does not make man. In other words, religious is the self-consciousness and
self-feeling of man who has either not yet found himself or has already lost himself again. But man
is no abstract being squatting outside the world. Man is the world of man, the state, the society....
Religion is the sigh of the oppressed creature, the heart of a heartless world, and the soul of
soulless conditions. It is the opium of the people.
Karl Marx (1818-83), German political theorist and social philosopher who perceived religion as a
tool of the oppressors in maintaining the societal and economic status quo
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• Oh senseless man, who cannot possibly make a worm, and yet will make Gods by dozens.
Michel de Montaigne (1533-92), French essayist and courtier

6.2.3. Essential Nature Definitions of Religion
Instead of stating necessary conditions of religion, definitions might also attempt to state the essential nature

of religion. Here are a few that are particularly thoughtful. I particularly like this first definition.
• The essence of religion is a belief in the persistency of value in the world.

Harald Hoffding (1843-1931), Danish philosopher and historian
• The heart of religion, the quest of the ages, is the outreach of man, the social animal, for the values of a

satisfying life.
A.E. Haydon (1880-1962), U. Chicago Professor of Comparative Religions

• The essence of religion consists in the feeling of an absolute dependence.
Friedrich Schleiermacher (1768-1834), German philosopher and Reformed theologian, thought by
many to be the first modern Protestant theologian

• A religion is a unified system of beliefs and practices relative to sacred things, that is to say, things set
apart and forbidden — beliefs and practices which unite into one single moral community called a
Church, all those who adhere to them.
Émile Durkheim (1858-1917), French sociologist, concerned with how society’s maintain
coherence in the face of modernity, focused on the social nature of religion

• [The religious aspect points to that which is ultimate, infinite, unconditional in man’s spiritual life.
Religion, in the largest and most basic sense of the word, is ultimate concern.
Paul Tillich (1886-1965), a Protestant systematic theologian who argued that if God is the creator,
then God cannot be a being because God must be the foundation of all being, so God must be
“Wholly Other”

6.2.4. Influential Modern Thinkers on Religion
And while we are about the business of modern definitions of religion, it is worth our time to note the

observations of several influential 19th and early 20th century thinkers about the subject of religion.
1. Ludwig Feuerbach (1804-1872) - Feuerbach, a German Materialist philosopher whose influence on Karl

Marx, among others, is significant, said:
Religion is the dream of the human mind. But even in dreams we do not find ourselves in emptiness or in
heaven, but on earth, in the realm of reality; we only see real things in the entrancing splendor of
imagination and caprice, instead of in the simple daylight of reality and necessity.

Feuerbach’s contention that religion is largely a projection of the human mind was enormously influential on
19th century thinkers. While Feuerbach did not explicitly reject the existence of deity, he did feel that one of the
shortcomings of established religion, particularly Christianity, was that it coopted all of the inherent goodness of
humanity and projected it upon deity. Feuerbach went on to write in his The Essence of Christianity that such
projection of all goodness had the undesirable effect of relieving humanity of responsibility for goodness since
deity was the source of all good.

2. E.B. Tylor (1832-1917) - Tylor was a British anthropologist and proponent of cultural evolutionism. Tylor
argued human society was evolving, yet it maintained earlier, and perhaps outmoded, customs and “baggage”
such as much of religious belief. He proposed “religion was rooted in spirit worship” because spirits were
perceived as having some control over nature. He felt fear of the spirits was the motivating factor of religions as
they sought ways to appease the spirits.

3. James Frazer (1854-1939) - Argued that religion originated with attempts to influence nature and placed
religion developmentally between magic and science. His late 19th century book, The Golden Bough, is an early
modernist comparative study of myth and religion, and his cataloging of common archetypes of religious thinking
influenced later scholarship, as well as European literature.

4. Sigmund Freud (1856-1939) - Another very significant 19th-20th century thinker who wrestled extensively
with concepts of religion was the originator of modern psychoanalysis. Freud, an Austrian psychiatrist said:

Religion would thus be the universal obsessional neurosis [] of humanity: like the obsessional neurosis of
children, it arose out of the Oedipus complex, out fo the relation to the father.... Our knowledge of the
historical worth of certain religious doctrines increases our respect for them, but does not invalidate our
proposal that they should cease to be put forward as the reasons for the precepts of civilization. On the
contrary! Those historical residues have helped us to view religious teachings, as it were, as neurotic
relics, and we may now argue that the time has probably come, as it does in an analytic treatment, for
replacing the effects of repression by the results of the rational operation of the intellect.
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Two paragraphs earlier in his The Future of Illusion, chapter eight, Freud called religion “the universal
obsessional neurosis of humanity," arising, "like the obsessional neuroses of children... out of the Oedipus
complex," though he never actually used the words, often quoted in anthologies, "Religion is comparable to a
childhood neurosis." Freud suggested that people experience conflicts between what we want to do (represented
by our Id) and what we are told by society and parents that we should do (represented by the Superego). This
conflict is resolved, to a greater or lesser degree, by the Ego. Freud viewed religion as originating in the child's
relationship to the father; hence in many cultures God is viewed as a Heavenly Father. In this way, Freud argued,
religion reflects an attempt to fulfill our wishes, and is an illusion.

5. William James (1842-1919) - James, a U.S. psychologist and Pragmatist philosopher, who wrote the
definitive work on psychology and religion, Varieties of Religious Experience. James distinguished between
institutional religion and personal religion. Institutional religion refers to the religious group or organization, and
plays an important part in a society's culture. Personal religion, in which the individual has a mystical experience,
can be experienced regardless of the culture. James was most interested in understanding personal religious
experience. Despairing of a simple definition of religion, and patently rejecting Freud’s sexual focus, James
resorted to the following definition:

Religion, therefore, as I now ask you arbitrarily to take it, shall mean for us the feelings, acts, and
experiences of individual men in their solitude, so far as they apprehend themselves to stand in relation to
whatever they may consider the divine. Since the relation may be either moral, physical, or ritual, it is
evident that out of religion in the sense in which we take it, theologies, philosophies, and ecclesiastical
organizations may secondarily grow.

We can see then that almost everyone has her own definition of religion, each unique to the individual’s culture
and experience. So we have almost as many definitions for religion as we do people. That said, we will try to
delineate a group of characteristics that we will use to describe religion — our assumption being that instead of a
limiting necessary conditions definition, we can more appropriately use a listing of features and agree amongst
ourselves that any experience that manifests most of these features is, for our purposes, a religion.

6. Rudolf Otto (1869-1937) - Argued that “religions emerge when people experience that aspect of reality
which is essentially mysterious. He called it ‘the mystery that causes trembling and fascination’...” He suggested
that when something disturbed our status quo in a dramatic enough fashion, that something might frighten us
(trembling) and intrigue us (fascination) to tip us into an emotional state of receptivity or numinous awe. Otto
argued god (numen - Latin for god or spirit) was “wholly other,” or totally and completely different from us or the
world we inhabit.

7. Carl Jung (1875-1961) - The final especially important modern thinker we’ll cover is Carl Jung, a Swiss
psychiatrist and a student of Freud’s who later broke with his mentor’s ideas, particularly those dealing with
sexuality and spirituality in religion (Freud emphasizing sexuality over spirituality). Jung wrote of religion as
growing out of each “individual’s needs for personal fulfillment,” what he called individuation, and he considered
religious belief and experience a genuine human need. He further suggested that religious experience is rooted in
the collective unconscious that all humans share - this going a long way toward explaining the recurrence of
mythic archetypes and symbols such as spirit guides, the tree of knowledge, the fountain of life, the secret garden,
the holy mountain, the suffering hero, the dying and resurrected god, flood narratives, initiation rites, and a cosmic
battle.

8. Wilhelm Schmidt (1868-1954) - Was a proponent of religious evolution and developmental stages of
understanding and argued that all humans were once monotheists, and that lesser gods were added over time.

• Note that the opposite is also argued - that polytheism evolved into monotheism.
• Some suggest that modern religions evolved from Animism (the belief that all elements of nature are filled

with spirits)
We no longer tend to speak of religious evolution as a method for categorizing religions, that perspective being

viewed as overly simplistic & speculative and leading to judgments of worth based on how “highly evolved” a
religion is judged to be. World Religions is no longer a study of a religion, so much as it is now a study of religions
— all religions being deemed worthy of study in and of themselves.

6.3. Describing Key Characteristic Features of Religion
We’ll discuss four promising definitions of religion by Melford Spiro, Clifford Geertz, Gerald James Larson, and

Bruce Lincoln. Then we’ll point to the descriptive characteristics we’ll be using this semester.
Melford Spiro defines religion as 

an institution consisting of culturally patterned interaction with culturally postulated superhuman beings.
This is a pretty broad definition that many would find acceptable. Clifford Geertz, another anthropologist, defines
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religion as:
Religion is (l) a system of symbols which acts to (2) establish powerful, pervasive, and long-lasting
moods and motivations in men by (3) formulating conceptions of a general order of existence and (4)
clothing these conceptions with such an aura of factuality that (5) the moods and motivations seem
uniquely realistic.

Geertz’s focus on symbols and ritual practice are strengths to the definition, but lately some scholars perceive the
definition as sounding a bit too Protestant with it’s focus on the individual and faith-based nature of the definition,
characteristics that are internal and not observable. This deficiency is addressed to some degree by Gerald James
Larson’s definition.

A Religion ... is a network of cultural symbols (or what semioticians call “secondary modeling systems”)
used by people (individuals, families, societies, nations and so forth) to talk about (through myth, prayer,
exhortations, ideological discourse), act out (through liturgy, cultic reenactment, ritual performance, dance,
patterned behavior) and mediate (through architecture, plastic art, festival gatherings, silent meditation)
their apprehensions or experience of transcendence.

Larson’s definition seems to focus more on the role of humanity in on humanity’s use and manipulation of
symbols. 

Another modern thinker, Bruce Lincoln, develops a definition that focuses on four “domains” — discourse,
practice, community, and institution.

1. A discourse whose concerns transcend the human, temporal, and contingent, and that claims for itself a
similarly transcendent status. . . .
2. A set of practices whose purpose is to produce a proper world and/or proper human subjects, as
defined by a religious discourse to which these practices are connected....
3. A community whose members construct their identity with reference to a religious discourse and its
attendant practices. . . .
4. An institution that regulates religious discourse, practices, and community, reproducing them over time
and modifying them as necessary, while asserting their eternal validity and transcendent value

This definition is pretty “useful” for discussing religion. (Peter Berger stated that “a definition is not more or less
true, only more or less useful.”)

So, if we want a phenomenological working definition of religion that links tradition with cultural settings with
transcendence, , then we might use this one:

religion is a cultural system integrating teachings, practices, modes of experience, institutions, and artistic
expressions that relates people to what they perceive to be transcendent.

6.3.1. Describing Rather Than Defining
One thing a good definition does is limit possibilities, and all four of the definitions above in this section do limit

possibilities in academic and sensible ways, but we will find it more helpful to open up possibilities rather than
limiting them too much when studying World Religions. For this class, we will be describing religion rather than a
defining it. This will allow us to be more inclusive in our discussions. 

On the left of the following chart are the descriptive elements of a description of religion used by Michael
Molloy in his The first column is the list that Michael Molloy, a respected World Religions scholar, uses — learn
that list. And to illustrate how wide-spread this description of religion is, the list in the second column is the one
developed by William P. Alston for his article on “Religion” in the Encyclopedia of Philosophy, a list that maps
pretty accurately onto the list that Molloy uses, not to mention many other scholars of Religion.

Michael Molloy. 
Experiencing the World’s Religions

William P. Alston. “Religion.” 
Encyclopedia of Philosophy.

1. Belief system — 
• Several beliefs fit together
• Fairly complete and systematic interpretation of

the universe
• Description of the human being’s place in the

universe: this is also called a worldview

1. Belief in supernatural beings (gods).
7. A worldview, or a general picture of the world

as a whole and of the individual therein. This picture
contains some specification of an over-all purpose or
point of the world and an indication of how the
individual fits into it.

8. A more or less total organization of one’s life
based on the world view.
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2. Community — 
• Belief system is shared
• Ideals are practiced by a group

10. A social group bound together by the above.

3. Ethics — 
• Rules about human behavior are established
• Often having been revealed from a supernatural

realm
• Can also be viewed as socially generated

guidelines

4. A moral code believed to be sanctioned by the
gods.

4. Characteristic emotions — 
• Typical emotions associated with religions are:

dread, guilt, awe, mystery, devotion, liberation,
ecstasy, inner peace, and bliss

5. Characteristically religious feelings (awe, sense
of mystery, sense of guilt, adoration), which tend to be
aroused in the presence of sacred objects and during
the practice of ritual, and which are connected in idea
with the gods.

5. Ritual — 
• Beliefs are enacted and made real through

ceremonies, ritual objects, and specialized locations
or buildings

3. Ritual acts focused on sacred objects.
6. Prayer and other forms of communication with

gods.

6. Sacredness — 
• Distinction is made between the sacred [of or

concerned with holiness or divine otherness1] and the
ordinary

• Ceremonies emphasize differentiation between
sacred and ordinary through use of different language,
clothing, and architecture

• Certain objects, actions, people, and places may
share in the sacredness or express it.

2. A distinction between sacred and profane
objects.

1 The mysterious source of sacredness is called
by many names: Brahman, Tao, Great Mother, Holy
Father, Divine Parent, Great Spirit, the Ultimate, the
Absolute, the Divine, the Holy.

7. Key Similarities of World Religions
And while we’re discussing the key characteristics that religions share, perhaps this is an appropriate time to

ask: What similarities do the great religions have? What do the various wisdom traditions have to offer us?
• While each of the historical traditions we discuss is patently a unique product of its own social and cultural

milieu, and we don’t want to underestimate the distinct cultures which gave rise to each, Huston Smith suggests
that there are similarities worth noticing among the great religions.

• Ethics - All of the great traditions teach:
• To avoid murder, thieving, lying, adultery
• To avoid behaviors that are destructive of community
• To encourage behaviors that are constructive and that build community

• Virtues - All of the great traditions teach humility, love, veracity
• Humility (selflessness) — regarding oneself as fully one, but not more than one.
• Love (compassion) — regarding one’s neighbor as being as fully one and as valuable as you are
• Veracity (seeing truly) — regarding the world as it truly is...
• And if we see truly, and we are free of the subjective distortion such as greed, hatred, and delusion, then
we will become aware of...

• Motifs common amongst these traditions - unity, perfection, mystery
• 1st Motif: Unity - Things are more integrated than they seem.

• Perhaps the central thrust of all religions is an awareness of the interconnectedness of all things
• Perhaps seeing ourselves as belonging to the whole is what religion is about

• 2nd Motif: Perfection: Things are better than they seem
• According to religion the world is a better place than it feels to the unregenerate heart
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• Belief in the possibility of perfection floods the Wisdom Traditions in a way not encountered
anywhere else in human accomplishment

• 3rd Motif: A sense of mystery
• Things are more mysterious than they seem.
• For every understanding that we come to
• We realize that there are dozens of new questions
• No matter how much we think we understand the world
• It is still more strange
• And more unknown
• And more wonderful than we can imagine
• And if we do learn to see truly?

• So religion teaches us that the result of seeing truly is joy
• And hope
• And understanding
• And charity
• All religions hope to transform the transient and momentary joy that we may encounter
sporadically in spiritual pursuits into an abiding characteristic of life

• Response: What is the appropriate response on your part to the world’s religions?
• The appropriate response is to listen attentively to each other
• To care & learn about each other

8. Names & Ways of Talking about the Sacred
• All religions are concerned with the deepest levels of reality 

• The Sacred, The Mysterious
• Variously named: Brahman, Tao, Great Mother, Holy Father, Divine Parent, Great Spirit, the

Ultimate, the Absolute, the Divine, the Holy
• Western word for the sacred reality is God

• Often said to be beyond description
• Omnipotent - all powerful with total power over the universe
• Omniscient - all knowing with total awareness of the universe
• Transcendent - unlimited by the world & ordinary reality
• Immanent - within the universe
• If those last two sound a bit contradictory, well...

• Various perspectives for talking about the sacred
• Agnosticism - belief that we can’t know about god
• Animism - belief that all elements of nature are filled with spirits (Native aboriginal
religions)
• Atheism - does not believe in god (Many groups within Buddhism)
• Duotheism - belief in a dual divinity (Wicca, Zoroastrianism)
• Henotheism - belief in many gods, only one of which is supreme (Ancient Judaism,
many Hindus)
• Monotheism - belief in one god (Modern Judaism, Christianity, Islam - note that some
Jews and Muslims perceive a belief in the Christian Trinity as patently not a monotheistic belief)
• Nontheism - takes no position on god (Many groups within Buddhism)
• Pantheism - belief that every existing entity is a part of god
• Polytheism - belief in many gods (many Hindus)

• Symbolism
• Symbol - a concrete thing that can represent something else
• Think of rings or flags
• Religious symbols are necessary because we are speaking of concepts that are difficult
(or impossible) to fit into words
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9. Patterns among Religions

• Looking for patterns —
• 9.1. First Pattern: Focus on Beliefs & Practices

• Sacramental orientation
• Emphasizes carrying out rituals and ceremonies
• Correct form influences outcome
• Think tribal religions, Vedic Hinduism, Eastern Orthodoxy, or the Roman Catholic sign of the
cross - forehead, chest, shoulders (left to right)

• Prophetic orientation
• Emphasizes contact with the sacred
• Ensured by proper belief & morality
• Human as intermediary between sacred and believers
• Think Judaism, Islam, & Protestantism

• Mystical orientation
• Emphasizes union with a reality greater than oneself (God, nature, the universe)
• Stresses lessening sense of individual identity, often through meditative technique
• Think Upanishadic Hinduism, Taoism, & Buddhism

• 9.2. Second Pattern: Religious Views of the World & Life
• Ultimate questions shape this pattern

• How did the universe come into existence, does it have a purpose, and will it
end?
• What is time, and how should we make use of it?
• What should be our relationship to the world of nature?
• Why do human beings exist?
• How we reach fulfillment, transformation, and salvation?
• Why is there suffering in the world, and how should we deal with it?
• What happens when we die?
• What should we hold to be sacred?

• Nature of Sacred Reality
• Sacred as transcendent - existing primarily in a realm beyond this world
• Sacred as immanent - existing within this world
• Sacred as personal
• Sacred as impersonal

• Nature of the Universe
• Begun by intelligent creator
• Center of sacredness is creator
• Not the universe
• Universe as eternal, w/o beginning
• Center is sacredness is eternal universe
• No creator

• Human Attitude toward Nature
• Nature as evil, must be overcome - Forms of Christianity & Hinduism
• Contaminating
• Oppositional to spirit (dualism)
• Nature as sacred - Taoism & Shinto
• Nature as originating from Creator - Judaism & Islam

• Time
• Linear, moving in a straight line
• Beginning to end
• Unrepeatable - Time is crucial - Judaism, Christianity, Islam
• Cyclical, repeating through endless changes
• Time is less “real,” focus on the present - Buddhism

• Human Purpose
• Humans have a part in divine plan
• Each individual has meaning in...
• Struggle between good & evil - Judaism, Christianity, Islam
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• Humans are only part of larger reality
• Less emphasis on individual rights
• More on maintaining harmony w/whole - Taoism, Confucianism, Shinto

• Words & Scripture
• Sacred may be found in words
• Scripture in worship & music important - Native traditions, Judaism, Christianity, Islam, Hinduism
• Mistrust words
• Value silence, meditation - Taoism, Zen Buddhism

• Exclusiveness - Inclusiveness
• Sacred is distinct from world
• Order req. separation of good from bad
• To be sacred is to be separate

• Withdrawal from certain foods, places, people, or practices - Hinduism, Judaism,
Christianity, Islam
• Other religions stress inclusiveness

• Focus on social harmony, relativity of truth, inadequacy of language
• One may belong to several religions - Buddhism, Taoism, Confucianism

• 9.3. Third Pattern: Male & Female
• In many influential religions...

• The sacred is considered male
• Full-time religious specialists are male
• Most significant female deity was associated with fertility & motherhood
• Astarte, Asherah, Aphrodite, and Freia

• Why the change from female to male?
• Perhaps...
• Male-led nomadic cultures
• Development of tools and war
• Growth of city states needing defense
• Male domination significant > 2000 BCE
• India - Aryans led by males worshiping male gods
• Israel - Prophets teach exclusive worship of Yahweh
• Asia - Confucianism distrustful of women
• Asia - Buddhism teaches equality, but most leaders are men

• Nevertheless, changes seem likely
• As more women take leadership roles in business and politics
• As evidence of female mystics, poets, shamans, and prophets is uncovered
• Perhaps religion, in general, will move away from exclusively patriarchal patterns

10. An Academic Approach to the Study of Religions

• 10.1. Key Critical Questions
• What should we study to understand religions?
• What attitudes should we have approaching the religions of others?
• How can we be objective?
• How can we avoid contamination or projection?
• How do we read sacred texts of other religions?

• Hagiography - holy writing
• Not objective history, but sacred history
• Not dry facts, but spiritual insights
• Written to inspire devotion
• Some or all details may be pious elaboration

• 10.2. Balance 
• Not about “being” or “doing” religion
• Focus on analysis, description, and understanding — but not the understanding of a believer
• “Insider” understands a religion in an experiential manner (see Scripture above)
• “Outsider” approaches a religion in a respectful and balanced manner
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• 10.3. Empathy
• Attempt to see things from another’s perspective
• Never will achieve the perspective of a believer

• 10.4. Comparative & Multidisciplinary Approaches
• Friedrich Max Müller — Suggests that to know just one religion is to know none
• Wilfred Cantwell Smith — Argues there are no world religions

• No monolithic and uniform systems
• Instead, each individual has a religion
• Each different from those of others

• Perspectives gained from broader knowledge can grant deeper understanding
• Multidisciplinary benefits...

Multidisciplinary Approaches
• Religion has influenced much of life 
• Can also be studied by many disciplines...
• Psychology - study of human mental states, emotions, & behaviors

• Child rearing
• Self-identity
• Group dynamics
• Trance states

• Mythology - study of religious tales, text, & art
• Reveals universal patterns
• Tree of knowledge, fountain of life
• Secret garden, holy mountain
• Suffering hero, rebirth
• Cosmic battle of good & evil

• Philosophy - love of wisdom
• Human purpose?
• Afterlife?
• How should we live?

• Theology - study of the divine
• Usually focuses on one tradition

• The Arts - ways of suggesting the sacred
• Architecture - symmetry, height, styles
• Music - slow pace, repeated rhythms to induce tranquility
• Visual art - gold, haloes, equilateral designs, circles suggest otherworldliness

• Anthropology - study of human beings
• Religion’s influence on culture
• Family interaction, individual roles, property rights, marriage, social hierarchies, division
of labor

• Archeology - study of origins
• Exploring remains of earlier civilizations
• Finds links between religions
• Excavation at Nineveh
• Epic of Gilgamesh (thousands of years older than the Biblical narrative)
• May have influenced the story of Noah

• Comparative Religions
• Attempts objective comparison
• Elements of different religions  

11. Rewards of Studying World Religions
• So what’s in it for you? What will you gain from studying World Religions? What insights await you?
• Well, if all goes well, you get college credit for this course. But beyond that?

Reward 1 - Insight into religious traditions
• Most basic reward is a deeper understanding of each of the religions
• Awareness of the richness of new and unusual ways of talking about god
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• Not gain insight of a believer
• Sympathetic study helps us understand a great deal about these religions and their adherents

Reward 2 - Insight into what religions share
• Each religion has a culturally and historically distinct origin
• Each is a culturally distinct faith community today
• Commonalities exist
• We can better understand what it means to be human by pointing to those things that all cultures
throughout history have valued and sought after

Reward 3 - Insight into people
• Religions drive followers to do things
• May seem unusual to nonbelievers
• May be as private as lying on a bed of nails (India)
• May be as widely political as prohibiting women from driving (Saudi Arabia)
• Study of religions can open up a great deal of understanding between cultures

Reward 4 - Tolerance
• Humans are emotional
• Emotions rooted in ignorance sometimes get the best of us
• Knowing about the diversity of human cultures
• Allows us to understand others
• Studying these religions is doorway into understanding

Reward 5 - Appreciation of differences
• Knowing about the diversity of human cultures is good.
• Tolerating the diversity of human cultures is better.
• Reveling in the diversity of human cultures is best.
• Understanding may lead to appreciating and enjoying the diversity that is humanity

Reward 6 - Insight into everyday life
• Religious influences are found everywhere in our culture
• Christmas carols to the days & months of calendar,
• Six-day work week to the moral debate on such issues as abortion or capital punishment
• Discussion of violence in video games to discussion of nudity in the movies
• All of these have religious dimensions and issues

Reward 7 - Appreciation for the arts
• Much of the world’s great literature, music, drama, and visual art inspired by deep religious feelings
• Think Taj Mahal, The 64 Arts of Hinduism, The Alhambra, The Sistine Chapel, The Psalms, Religious
music
• Understanding those feelings may make it easier for us to understand great art

Reward 8 - Enjoyment of travel
• Study of world’s religions gives travelers
• Background to enjoy places & their history
• To appreciate the people & their past

Reward 9 - Insight into family traditions
• Values of our culture and of our families
• Often religiously generated
• Study of religion may provide insight into the origins of our own family’s values and traditions

Reward 10 - Help with our own religious journeys
• If human beings are fundamentally religious creatures
• All of us have religious facets to our beings
• While those facets may not be conventional in all ways (think neo-pagans or people who build their lives
around their businesses)...
• At some point in all of our lives, we ask ourselves:

• Why do I exist?
• What is my purpose?
• What should I do with my life?

• We might not become professional spiritualists, pastors, rabbis, imams, or even traditionally religious
• Study of the sacred & appreciation for the variety of views of the sacred
• May go a long way toward simplifying our own searches for the sacred
• Spiritual quests of generation after generation of human beings cannot help but be a rich resource for
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those who come behind

Textbook Chapter Organization: Basic Components of Religions
Teachings
    Beliefs, doctrines, myths (stories)
Way of Life
    Practices
    Modes of experience
Historical Development
    Including a religion’s material culture

The Journey
• With open minds, we begin an intellectual journey
• A journey that will lead to discovery
• And if we let it, discovery will change us
• As we come to appreciate what it means to be human...

11. Understanding Religions — Suggested Resources

11.1. Readings
Armstrong, Karen. The Great Transformation: The Beginning of Our Religious Traditions. New York: Knopf, 2006.

An exploration of the evolution of the world's major religious traditions, written by a popular historian of
comparative religion. Anything by Armstrong is highly recommended.

Berger, Peter L. The Sacred Canopy: Elements of a Sociological Theory of Religion. Garden City, New York:
Anchor, 1969. An engaging and influential work in the sociological approach to the study of religion.

Campbell, Joseph, and Bill Moyers. The Power of Myth. New York: Doubleday, 1991. An investigation of myths,
fairy tales, and religious symbols in readable style.

Dawkins, Richard. The God Delusion. New York: Houghton Mifflin, 2006. A book by an evolutionary biologist and
atheist that argues the case against belief in God.

Eliade, Mircea. The Sacred and the Profane: The Nature of Religion. Translated by Willard R. Trask. New York:
Harper and Row, 1961. Eliade’s most accessible work, offering a rich analysis of sacred space and time.
Eliade is not an easy read, but he is worth the effort. Recommended.

Feierman, Jay, ed. The Biology of Religious Behavior. Santa Barbara, CA: ABC-CLIO/Praeger, 2009. Explanations
of religion that attempt to bridge the gap between religion and science.

Foucault, Michel. Religion and Culture. Ed. Jeremy Carette. New York: Routledge, 1999. Writings of Foucault that
show his lifelong interest in religious topics. Difficult, but good stuff.

Haught, John, ed. Science and Religion in Search of Cosmic Purpose. Washington, DC: Georgetown University
Press, 2001. A search of major religions to see if they can concur with science.

Juschka, Darlene, ed. Feminism in the Study of Religion: A Reader. New York: Continuum, 2001. A discussion by
feminist scholars of religion from a multicultural perspective.

Lewis-Williams, David. Conceiving God. London: Thames & Hudson, 2010. A study of the psychological origin of
belief in God.

Livingston, James C. Anatomy of the Sacred: An Introduction to Religion. 6th ed. Upper Saddle River, NJ: Pearson
Prentice Hall, 2009.

Pals, Daniel L. Eight Theories of Religion. New York: Oxford University Press, 2006. A very readable survey of
major theories of the origin and purpose of religion, including theories of Freud, Marx, Eliade, and Evans-
Pritchard, with good biographical sketches of the thinkers.

Smart, Ninian. World views: Crosscultural Explanations of Human Belief. 3rd ed. New York: Scribner’s, 1999. An
engaging introduction to Smart’s “dimensions,” along with his approach to analyzing “world views” — a
category that includes along with traditional religions such secular phenomena as humanism and Marxism.

Smith, Jonathan Z. Imagining Religion: From Babylon to Jonestown. Chicago Studies in the History of Judaism.
Chicago and London: Chicago University Press, 1982.

Taylor, Mark C., ed. Critical Terms for Religious Studies. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1998.
Articles on various central topics for the study of religions, written by leading scholars in the field.
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Wright, Robert. The Evolution of God. Boston: Little, Brown, 2009. A tracing of the evolution of the concept of gods
and God.

11.2. Internet
American Academy of Religion (AAR) — http://www.aarweb.org — Information about conferences, grants, and

scholarships, presented by the (century-old) primary organization of professors (and students) of religion
in North America.

Beliefnet — www.beliefnet.com — A fairly broad site with chapters on various religions and their ways. Beliefnet’s
stated mission is “to help people find and walk a spiritual path that instills comfort, hope, strength and
happiness for people who are exploring their own faith or are curious about others.” 

Internet Sacred Text Archive — http://www.sacred-texts.com/index.htm — An electronic archive of texts about
religion, mythology, and folklore posted by John B. Hare.

The Pluralism Project — http://www.pluralism.org/ — An excellent resource for studying the many religions now
present in the United States. Based at Harvard University.

Religion-Online — www.religion-online.org — Contains the full texts of books and articles by major religion
scholars, an amazing resource that’s worth some of your time just for browsing and especially for
scholarship. Managed by Claremont School of Theology.

11.3. Film/TV
Bill Moyers on Faith and Reason. PBS. 2006. A seven-part mini- series, first broadcast in 2006, that explores the

tension between belief and disbelief in religion.
Freud. Dir. John Huston; Universal International. 1962. A classic film that sees the young Freud as a hero in a

painful search for new understanding of unconscious motivations.
The Story of Carl Gustav Jung: In Search of the Soul. BBC. 1997. An examination of Jung's vision of reality.
Joseph Campbell and the Power of Myth. PBS. 1988. A far-ranging six-part presentation on mythology recorded

over two years of meetings and discussion between Joseph Campbell and Bill Moyers. Highly
recommended.

The Long Search 13: Reflections on the Long Search: Loose Ends. BBC. 1989. Originally a 1977 BBC
documentary series following Ronald Eyre’s pilgrimage around the world exploring various religions. While
all thirteen episodes are worth viewing, this final episode is an overall reflection on what Eyre has
discovered and experienced.

The Question of God: Sigmund Freud and C. S. Lewis. PBS. 2004. A four-part miniseries that examines belief in
God through the context of the lives of Sigmund Freud and C. S. Lewis, two noted intellectuals with
sharply divergent views on religious faith.

11.4. General Review Questions (see Blackboard for more questions, especially essay exam questions)
For Review
1. Who is Emile Durkheim, and what is notable about his definition of religion?
2. Bruce Lincoln, in his definition of religion, identifies four “domains.” What are they?
3. What is “revelation,” and how is it pertinent for the question: What is ultimate reality?
4. Identify and briefly describe Ninian Smart’s seven “dimensions” of religion.
5. What is “empathy,” and how is it relevant for the academic study of religion?
For Further Reflection
1. Sigmund Freud and Karl Marx, while tending to be dismissive of the enduring importance of religion, asserted

explanations that continue to provoke and to enrich academic consideration of the role of religion. Based
on their statements included in this chapter, how might their perspectives be provocative and enriching in
this respect?

2. This chapter and book pose three prominent questions with regard to the challenges addressed by the world’s
religions: What is ultimate reality? How should we live in this world? What is our ultimate purpose?
Drawing on examples and ideas presented in this chapter, discuss to what extent and in what ways these
three questions are interrelated.

3. Explore the interrelationship of these features of religions in the modern world: globalization, secularization, and
multiculturalism.

http://www.aarweb.org
http://www.beliefnet.com
http://www.sacred-texts.com/index.htm
http://www.pluralism.org/
http://www.religion-online.org
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11.5. Key Terms
agnosticism: "Not know" (Greek, a-gnosis, “without knowledge”); a position asserting that the existence of God

cannot be proven
animism: From the Latin anima, meaning "spirit," "soul," "life force"; a world view common among oral religions

(religions with no written scriptures) that sees all elements of nature as being filled with spirit or spirits
atheism: "Not God" (Greek, a-theos); a position asserting that there is no God or gods
cosmology: Understanding of the nature of the world that typically explains its origin and how it is ordered.
deconstruction: A technique, pioneered by Jacques Derrida, that sets aside ordinary categories of analysis and

makes use, instead, of unexpected perspectives on cultural elements; it can be used for finding underlying
values in a text, film, artwork, cultural practice, or religious phenomenon

dualism: The belief that reality is made of two different principles (spirit and matter); the belief in two gods (good
and evil) in conflict

empathy: The capacity for seeing things from another’s perspective, and an important methodological approach
for studying religions.

globalization: The linking and intermixing of cultures.
henotheism: “One god at a time” (Greek, kath-hena-theon) The belief that acknowledges a plurality of gods but

elevates one of them to special status. Sometimes called “inclusive monotheism.”
immanent: Existing and operating within nature
legend: A traditional narrative account of the past that may or may not be true, might or might not be religious,

features humans as primary characters, and occurs in linear time
modernization: The general process through which societies transform economically, socially, and culturally to

become more in keeping with the standards set by industrialized Europe.
monism: “Oneness” (Greek, monos) The belief that all reality is ultimately one. Baruch Spinoza proposed that

monism and pantheism were the same thing.
monotheism: “Single God” (Greek, monos+theos) The belief in only one god.
multiculturalism: The coexistence of different peoples and their cultural ways in one time and place.
mysterium tremendum and fascinans: The contrasting feelings of awe-inspiring mystery and of overwhelming

attraction that are said by Rudolf Otto to characterize the numinous experience.
mystical experience: A general category of religious experience characterized in various ways, for example, as

the uniting with the divine through inward contemplation or as the dissolution of the sense of individual
selfhood.

myth: A traditional narrative “truthful” account of the past that is always true within the community, is always
religious in nature, includes gods or sacred animals as primary characters, occurs in an other-worldly time
frame, and may delineate a world view and explain a people’s place in the cosmos. A myth is a story or
narrative, originally conveyed orally, that sets forth basic truths of a religious tradition; myths often involve
events of primordial time that describe the origin of things.

nontheistic: A position that is unconcerned with the supernatural, a belief system that does not assert or deny the
existence of any God or gods.

numinous experience: (Latin, numen - something perceived by the mind, but not by the senses) Rudolf Otto’s
term for describing an encounter with “the Holy”; it is characterized by the two powerful and contending
forces, mysterium tremendum and fascinans.

pantheism: “All is god” (Greek, pan+theos)The belief that the divine reality is identical to nature or the material
world - everything in the universe is divine. Pantheists do not believe in a personal god.

polytheism: “Many gods” (Greek, poly+theos) The belief in many gods.
post-structuralism: An analytical approach that does not seek to find universal structures that might underlie

language, religion, art, or other such significant areas, but focuses instead on observing carefully the
individual elements in cultural phenomena

revealed ethics: Truth regarding right behavior believed to be divinely established and intentionally made known
to human beings.

revelation: The expression of the divine will, commonly recorded in sacred texts.
ritual: Formal worship practice.
secularization: The general turning away from traditional religious authority and institutions.
Stoicism: Ancient Greek and Roman pantheistic religious philosophy.
structuralism: An analytical approach that looks for universal structures that underlie language, mental

processes, mythology, kinship, and religions; this approach sees human activity as largely determined by
such underlying structures.

theistic: Term denoting a religion that maintains belief in God or gods.
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transcendence: "Climbing beyond" (Latin); beyond time and space. General category for whatever is perceived
as being beyond the normal or mundane sphere of things, whether understood as external or as within the
individual or world.

urbanization: The shift of population centers from rural, agricultural settings to cities.
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